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ABSTRACT

Experts predict that the use of smart contracts and other applications of blockchain technology could revolutionize the manner in which we do business. Blockchain technology promises the elimination of middlemen, increased trust and transparency, and improved access to shared information and records. Thus, it is no surprise that companies and entrepreneurs are developing blockchain solutions for an array of markets, ranging from real estate to health care. But can this new technology revolutionize tax administration?

This Article is the first to consider blockchain technology's role in addressing the shortcomings of our current administration system—namely, a large tax gap, high compliance and administrative costs, and operational inefficiencies. To mitigate these problems, this Article introduces two innovative uses of blockchain technology in the tax space: a blockchain-based platform for information returns and a blockchain-based platform for digital invoices. Implementing these blockchain-based platforms for tax administration presents significant opportunities to digitalize and automate certain tax processes, improve tax compliance and enforcement, and minimize many inefficiencies currently involved in the tax administration process.

This Article also considers the broader implications of using technology to improve tax administration by demonstrating that any
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blockchain tax initiative is unlikely to make meaningful improvements to tax processes without additional government action. It, therefore, sets forth normative steps for policymakers to take in supporting the use of blockchain and other technologies in the tax space. By doing so, this Article promotes a proactive approach to exploring and understanding blockchain technology’s benefits, limitations, and implications to ultimately place the government in the best position to modernize our tax administration system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The unprecedented rise of blockchain—the latest technological buzzword—has resulted in high expectations regarding the potentially revolutionary uses of the technology. Blockchain promises to disrupt entire industries, reshape the economy, and fundamentally transform how businesses, people, and governments operate. More specifically, blockchain enthusiasts anticipate a future where intermediaries and middlemen are eliminated from transactions of every kind. In this new world, multiple parties that do not know each other can securely and directly transact with each other, giving rise to significant cost savings, transparency, and other benefits.

But can this new technology revolutionize tax administration? Efficiently and effectively collecting taxes and enforcing the tax laws has been a serious, ongoing problem for tax authorities worldwide and a topic of discussion by policymakers, scholars, and economists, among others. Despite numerous measures implemented, the tax gap—the difference between a taxpayer’s true tax liability and the amount of tax collected—remains a significant concern. Information asymmetry, the tax system’s complexity, taxpayers’ compliance burdens, tax administration costs, and diminished Internal Revenue Service (IRS) resources, among other factors, all contribute to this growing problem.

Blockchain technology could help. Blockchain technology is a secure, distributed Internet-based ledger. Although it is best known for its use in the creation of Bitcoin and other virtual currencies, it has broader applications. In particular, through the use of a cryptographically encrypted distributed ledger with a consensus process to validate transactions, blockchain technology has the potential to securely record and share information about anything that has value. It uses economic incentives to motivate users to verify the authenticity of transactions, thereby facilitating the peer-to-peer exchange of value and increasing the

3. See infra Part I.
availability of verified transactions.\(^4\) Blockchain technology also facilitates the automation of certain processes by enabling the development of “smart contracts,” which are executable code that act only if specific conditions within the blockchain are met. Combined with the other elements of the blockchain structure, smart contracts can automate trusted activity among participants, such as authorized information exchanges and payment transfers.

In short, through the use of these and other features, blockchain technology can potentially improve the integrity and reliability of transactions by ensuring that verified transactional tax data has not been modified; increase the transparency of transactions among multiple parties by allowing the tax authorities and taxpayer to access the same information; and improve the efficiency of a network by minimizing data redundancies—all without the involvement of an intermediary. Furthermore, multiple counterparties can interact directly with blockchain technology while reducing administrative burdens, labor-intensive processes, duplicative efforts, and transactional costs.\(^5\) These attributes of blockchain technology could improve the tax system by providing tax authorities and taxpayers with access to tax-related data and automated processes which could be used to bolster enforcement efforts, minimize taxpayers’ record-keeping and tax compliance burdens, and ultimately reduce the tax gap.\(^6\) This raises an important question: should governments use blockchain technology in the tax sector?

Despite the expansive literature on blockchain and the growing necessity to modernize the tax administration system, the question of how to apply blockchain to the tax sector remains significantly underexplored.\(^7\) Moreover, the question of whether the technology can

---

4. Note that this is not without limitations. Although blockchain technology enables users to validate transactions, the technology cannot be used to validate the underlying data when the data is not native to the blockchain.


provide transformational benefits to our current system is not yet addressed. This Article seeks to fill the gap in the scholarship by analyzing whether blockchain technology can transform key aspects of our tax administration system as well as the challenges that must be overcome before the technology can be incorporated into the tax space. Through its analysis, this Article makes four key contributions to the growing scholarship surrounding the use of blockchain in the public sector.

First, this Article demonstrates why blockchain’s core features can provide valuable benefits to tax administration. In particular, blockchain technology facilitates greater levels of trust, transparency, and efficiency in data management and processing. Each of these features represents a vital component of a modern tax administration system. For instance, without trust that the data and processes used to compute a taxpayer’s liability are accurate, the tax system cannot function effectively. This is because taxpayers need assurance that they are paying the correct amount of taxes and governments need assurance that the correct amount of taxes are being paid. Similarly, transparency of transactions is essential to addressing a tax authority’s information constraints in performing its assessment and verification functions, narrowing the tax gap, and minimizing taxpayers’ compliance burdens. Furthermore, tax administration systems also require efficiency to maximize the tax authority’s and taxpayers’ limited money, time, and other resources.

Second, this Article contributes to the existing blockchain literature by introducing two innovative examples of potential blockchain-based tax applications that could significantly improve the current tax administration system. The first proposed tax application is to use blockchain technology to implement a blockchain-based platform for information reporting. In other words, this use of the technology would allow parties to share tax-related data—such as W-2s, interest income, dividend income, and other reported income—in a single, logical, and secure location. The second, broader application of the technology extends beyond information reports to build a transparent, unified database that collects, aggregates, and reliably shares transactional data. This blockchain-based database could serve as a secure platform that collects and shares verified transactional data related to a particular tax

8. The existing scholarship in the tax field also fails to account for the substantial developments, outside of the blockchain technology itself, that would need to occur before a blockchain tax initiative could generate meaningful results. See, e.g., supra note 7.

9. See infra Section III.A.

10. See infra Section III.B.
regime, such as the value added tax (VAT), the U.S. sales tax, or payroll tax.

Through these applications, blockchain could optimize current tax reporting processes. It would do so by (i) using the technology to acquire and seamlessly share access to third-party information reports and other tax-related transactional data among all authorized parties, (ii) automating a portion of the tax return preparation process by pre-populating a taxpayer’s tax return with this information, and ultimately, (iii) facilitating real-time access to this tax data.

Third, this Article contributes to the burgeoning scholarship in this field by highlighting blockchain’s current limitations and how the limitations could hinder the adoption of any type of blockchain-based tax solution. It demonstrates that the biggest obstacles to adopting a blockchain-based tax initiative extend beyond mere technological limitations. Thus, this Article makes an additional significant and novel contribution in this area by setting forth a normative framework that policymakers should take to develop the groundwork that could eventually facilitate the adoption of blockchain—as well as other emerging technologies—in the tax space. These measures include (i) developing a regulatory framework and standards to minimize legal risks and improve system interoperability, (ii) adopting a uniform digital identity system, a digital invoice system, and tokenized currency to maximize blockchain’s potential benefits, and (iii) engaging in blockchain-related research and education to develop appropriate use cases and identify the true value, limitations, and implications of using blockchain and other technologies in the tax space.¹¹

Finally, this Article also makes the important argument that blockchain technology is not a panacea. Blockchain and other technologies will not significantly improve tax administration without a more fundamental rethinking of the entire tax system. Nevertheless, it is essential that policymakers continue their involvement in the development of blockchain and other promising technologies. Doing so provides government agencies with an opportunity to reexamine the potential role technology can play in digitalizing the tax administration system and modernizing the current aging technological infrastructure.

The remainder of this Article proceeds as follows: Part I provides an overview of our current system of tax administration and its challenges. It focuses on the primary challenges that tax authorities face in effectively and efficiently collecting taxes and enforcing the law. Part II explains the mechanics behind blockchain, highlights its core innovations, and describes several non-tax applications. Part III

---

¹¹ See infra Part IV.
demonstrates how blockchain has tremendous potential to help modernize the tax administration system. It identifies blockchain’s most compelling benefits and explores how the technology’s core attributes can be harnessed to improve the current system. Part IV describes blockchain’s current challenges and limitations and suggests steps policymakers should take to support blockchain’s development in the tax space. In making these recommendations, this Article also highlights the importance of harnessing technological advancements to further digitalize our predominantly manual tax systems and demonstrates how blockchain technology can be a powerful tool to achieve this goal.

II. PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT SYSTEM OF TAX ADMINISTRATION

“All [tax authorities] have essentially the same set of overarching goals—to collect more tax, and to collect it more efficiently.” To achieve these goals, a good tax administration system requires a high degree of trust, transparency, and administrative simplicity. However, due to shortcomings in these areas, our current system of tax administration results in a large tax gap and involves many costs and inefficiencies. This Part highlights some of the major problems with our current system of tax administration.

A. The Tax Gap

In its most recent report, the IRS estimated that the annual amount of noncompliance with our tax laws is approximately $381 billion after IRS enforcement efforts are taken into account. This number represents the average net tax gap, or the difference between what taxpayers are obligated to pay (taxpayers’ true tax liability) and the amount of tax taxpayers actually pay. As a result, 14.2% of all individual and corporate income taxes, employment taxes, estate and gift taxes, and excise taxes owed go unpaid.

14. See JOHNSON ET AL., supra note 2, at 7. This report is based on taxpayer noncompliance in tax years 2011, 2012, and 2013. The gross tax gap, which only includes timely tax payments made by taxpayers voluntarily, is $441 billion during that same time period. See id. This means that only 83.6% of all individual and corporate income taxes, employment taxes, estate and gift taxes, and excise taxes that are owed are paid. See id. This tax gap is comprised of three components: non-filing, underreporting and underpayment, with underreporting representing the largest driver of noncompliance. See id. at 9, 11–12. The actual amount of taxpayer noncompliance also varies by type of tax, with noncompliance highest for individual income taxes. See id. at 8.
15. See id. at 4.
16. See id. at 7.
The considerable magnitude of the tax gap indicates the critical need to improve compliance rates. Resolution of this issue has significant importance because minimizing the tax gap is essential to raising revenue, maintaining the integrity of the tax system, and minimizing unfair competitive advantages among similarly situated taxpayers. This issue is not new; Congress has implemented numerous measures throughout the years to address the tax gap, with varying degrees of success.

Many factors contribute to the tax gap. Three especially important factors include: (i) the information constraints under which the government operates, (ii) the complexity of the Internal Revenue Code, and (iii) the inadequate resources of the IRS. To adequately administer the tax system, tax authorities need access to trustworthy tax-related data to ensure that taxpayers are complying with their tax obligations. To acquire this data, tax administrators primarily rely on taxpayers to self-report their taxable income. Because a lot of this information is non-verifiable by the government without costly auditing measures, this puts tax authorities at a disadvantaged position. Improving the trust, transparency, and efficiency of the tax administration system can help mitigate the negative effects of these issues.

Currently, information reporting is required for many types of payments, such as salaries, wages, dividends, premiums, interest, share sales, and real estate sales, to minimize the information asymmetry created by this situation. Having third parties provide year-end information statements to both the tax authority and the private parties with whom they have transacted improves the visibility of the transaction, provides a means of verifying the amount of reported taxable

17. See Alm & Soled, supra note 2, at 527–28.
20. See, e.g., I.R.C. § 6041 (applying special reporting rules for certain payments of $600 or more made to another person in the course of a trade or business); I.R.C. § 6042 (applying special reporting rules for dividends and corporate earnings and profits); I.R.C. § 6044 (applying special reporting rules for patronage dividends); I.R.C. § 6047(e) (applying special reporting rules for trust and annuity plans); I.R.C. § 6049 (applying special reporting rules for interest); I.R.C. § 6050N (applying special reporting rules for royalties).
earnings, and minimizes the tax authority’s current information constraints.21

However, third-party reporting is not always feasible, in which case the transparency of certain transactions substantially diminishes. In these circumstances, it often becomes more difficult for the government to ensure compliance with the tax laws.22 Thus, transactions and sources of income that are less visible to the IRS—such as cash and self-employment income—are frequently underreported for income tax purposes and comprise a significant portion of the tax gap.23

Moreover, many of these information constraints are exacerbated when taxable transactions occur on an international level. The growth of cross-border activities contributes to difficulties that authorities are already experiencing in acquiring verifiable information on taxpayer activity and effectively taxing that activity.24 The government requires some information reporting on certain cross-border payments,25 and automatic information exchange regimes also exist. Both of these measures improve the visibility of certain assets and transactions.26 However, these reporting requirements are limited and there is no global information system that enables tax authorities to verify the origin of cross-border economic activity.27 As a result, the lack of trust and transparency with this information frequently contributes to opportunities for tax avoidance and evasion.28

The tax system’s complexity also leads taxpayers to either intentionally or unintentionally make errors in computing their tax liability.29 Although this complexity is often necessary to minimize tax avoidance or target certain policy goals, it also increases a taxpayer’s compliance burden, thereby further contributing to inefficiencies in tax administration, as well as the tax gap.

22. See id. at 1738.
23. See id.; Johnson et al., supra note 2, at 11.
25. For instance, certain types of payments, such as interest, dividends, royalties, and rental income that are made to nonresident taxpayers are subject to a withholding tax, which requires a third party to provide tax-related information and remit the appropriate tax related to the transaction. See I.R.C. §§ 1441–1443.
29. See U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., supra note 1, at 11.
Non-compliance is often related to the perceived probability of audits and appropriate penalties, among other factors.\textsuperscript{30} Due to the information constraints described above, governments must use costly methods if they want to verify a taxpayer’s reported information.\textsuperscript{31} Unfortunately, the IRS often lacks resources to detect, prosecute, and adequately enforce the tax laws, which negatively affects both the rate of tax collection and the perception of the risks of noncompliance.\textsuperscript{32}

\textbf{B. Tax Administration Costs}

For anyone that has tried to compute their tax liability and file their own tax return, it would be no surprise to discover that administering our system of tax administration requires a lot of time, money, and resources. The current system is complex, bureaucratic, and labor-intensive.

Under the U.S. tax system, individuals are required to file income, estate, and gift tax returns. Businesses generally file business-related tax returns, such as corporate income tax returns, partnership information returns, or sales tax returns, and may also be required to file and collect payroll and personal income taxes, in addition to other returns. Complying with these tax reporting obligations requires taxpayers to acquire and maintain adequate records and to spend time accurately transferring those records onto the various required returns or to employ software or professional tax preparers to assist with the filings.\textsuperscript{33}

Tax authorities also incur significant costs in administering the tax system as they perform taxpayer registration, record-keeping, tax return assessment and verification, tax collection, and dispute resolution functions, in addition to providing taxpayer services and fulfilling other roles.\textsuperscript{34} Many of these functions involve significant inefficiencies and time-consuming processes. In addition, due to the information asymmetries described above, governments are unable to target many forms of non-compliance in real-time, but instead must implement costly auditing and enforcement mechanisms after the return has been submitted.\textsuperscript{35} With limited resources, tax authorities generally have to


\textsuperscript{31} See Lederman, supra note 18, at 1738; Alm & Soled, supra note 2, at 555.

\textsuperscript{32} See Alm & Soled, supra note 2, at 529.


\textsuperscript{35} See id., at 83.
focus their enforcement efforts primarily on the aspects of tax compliance and evasion that generate the most tax revenue, which further limits the overall effectiveness of these methods.36

Moreover, with the growing complexity of our tax code, these compliance and tax administration costs continue to increase.37 As new business models emerge, new complexities are introduced into both our tax laws and into complying with the laws. As an example, the rapid emergence of both the gig economy and cloud computing have been linked to increased costs in both administering and complying with the tax system.38 Additionally, new financial instruments, such as cryptocurrencies, present similar challenges. And as society continues to shift to a global, digital economy, both taxpayers and tax authorities are likely to see a continued increase in compliance costs.39 In this global economy, taxpayers are regularly subject to the tax laws of multiple jurisdictions, thereby increasing the time and resources necessary to comply with the tax laws.40 At the same time, tax authorities must expend additional resources to adapt their current systems to ensure that these transactions do not escape taxation in the appropriate jurisdiction.41

Some progress has been made to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of our system of tax administration. For instance, the use of electronic filings and payments by taxpayers are a great first step.42 Electronic filings and payments can decrease a taxpayer’s compliance time and allow governments to more easily use the data captured by these returns for assessment and audit purposes.43 An increased use of cognitive capabilities, such as artificial intelligence, to target tax evasion is another promising use of technology to improve tax assessment

37. See Eichfelder & Vaillancourt, supra note 33, at 29.
39. See Eichfelder & Vaillancourt, supra note 33, at 29; OECD, supra note 34, at 78.
41. See OECD, supra note 34, at 78–79.
42. See id. at 79.
43. See id.
Other technological solutions have been put in place with varying degrees of success. However, one area that remains underexplored is the use of blockchain technology to improve the degree of trust, transparency, and efficiency involved in our tax administration system. As illustrated above, minimizing information constraints and streamlining tax administration processes can assist minimization of the tax gap, lower the costs and burdens of tax administration, and, ultimately, improve the effectiveness of our current system of tax administration. As this Article demonstrates, blockchain technology is a promising technology that has the potential to help achieve these goals by helping to address some of these issues.

III. THE FUNDAMENTALS OF BLOCKCHAIN

Broadly speaking, blockchain is a type of distributed, digital ledger or database that is shared across a network and aggregates transactions into chains or blocks. In other words, blockchain is a method of tracking transactions. Instead of having a centralized party authorize the transactions that are added to a centrally controlled database, the technology itself authorizes and adds transactions to the database. It does so by setting the “rules that enable networked computers to track transitions in the global state of recorded data . . . .” Blockchain technology also manages the database to ensure that no modifications are made to the information stored on the ledger. This is generally all done behind the scenes and is not visible to the participant seeking to view or add a transaction to the ledger.

In the past few years, blockchain technology has experienced an unprecedented rise in popularity, with its promise to disrupt entire
industries and transform many areas of our lives. The following discussion explains blockchain’s key attributes, highlights its core innovations and benefits—as well as limitations—and describes some blockchain applications that are under development.

A. The Key Attributes

Blockchain’s core feature is that it provides unrelated parties with assurance that a given transaction on a network is legitimate and not duplicative. With this technology, transactions can be validated without dependence on a trusted third party. Blockchain technology also ensures that the database on which transactions are stored is secure and cannot be modified. To provide this level of trust, the technology uses a distributed electronic ledger, a consensus mechanism, and cryptographic security.

A distributed ledger means that the database of transactions is not stored in a single location, but rather is replicated and stored across multiple computers or nodes. This network may be comprised of different parties, sites, or institutions. Each time the database is updated, all of the ledgers across the network are automatically synchronized. As a result, each participant maintains an identical and complete copy of the database at all times, which means that there is no single point of failure.

However, not all distributed ledgers use blockchains. A distributed ledger that implements blockchain technology is different from other

52. See Carson et al., supra note 46, at 4.
53. Blockchain technology allows transactions to be added to the database, but it does not allow previously stored transactions to be altered except in exceptional circumstances. See James Ovenden, Why Blockchain Hype Must End, INNOVATION ENTER. (Mar. 28, 2019), https://bit.ly/37zGPKb; Hancock & Vaizey, supra note 46, at 17–18.
54. See Werbach & Cornell, supra note 51, at 326.
55. See Hancock & Vaizey, supra note 46, at 5, 18; Baisalbayeva et al., supra note 46, at 12.
56. See Hancock & Vaizey, supra note 46, at 5, 18.
57. Generally, each ledger or node repeats the calculation of the consensus mechanism to ensure the new block is valid. See id. at 21–22.
58. See Werbach & Cornell, supra note 51, at 325; Emily Rutland, R3 Research, Blockchain Byte 3 (2017), https://bit.ly/3FESEeH. However, different types of blockchain and distributed ledgers exist. Thus, depending on the design of the system, all participants may not necessarily have access to all of the information in the database. See id. at 6.
59. See Baisalbayeva et al., supra note 46, at 12.
distributed ledgers because blockchain technology aggregates, encrypts, and stores the record of transactions into a series of blocks. Each block contains a time-stamped bundle of the transactions and a unique identifier. This unique identifier, or “hash,” is produced cryptographically. This means that a computer program uses a complex mathematical calculation to convert an input of data into an alphanumeric string or other format that is only readable by authorized users. The information on each block is also encrypted through the use of cryptographic technology so that only authorized users may view the data. Finally, each block on the blockchain also contains the hash of the prior block of validated data. By linking each bundle of transactions to the previous ones, the network reconfirms the accuracy of the prior data whenever a new block is added to the blockchain. This feature maintains the integrity of the entire blockchain ledger and prevents modifications to data.

Before a new block of information may be created and added to the ledger, authorized network users must reach a consensus that the transaction data is valid. The method used to validate the transaction and create new blocks is generally referred to as the consensus mechanism or consensus protocol. This consensus mechanism is a key feature of the blockchain and is often viewed as a major innovation. Although the terms “blockchain” and “distributed ledger” are often used interchangeably, they are not identical. Blockchain is just one type of distributed ledger. Thus, all blockchains are distributed ledgers, but not all distributed ledgers use blockchains. See Rutland, supra note 58, at 2; Baisabayeva et al., supra note 46, at 12.

60. See Hancock & Vaizey, supra note 46, at 17; Baisabayeva et al., supra note 46, at 12; Rutland, supra note 58, at 3.


62. See id. Note that this describes the blockchain used by Bitcoin, but this is not the only possible form of blockchain.


64. See Rutland, supra note 58, at 2.


66. The use of a hash allows blockchain technology to prevent previously stored data from being altered, because if any of the data changes, the hash or unique identifier also changes, which would immediately signal the unauthorized change. See Charlie Harman, What’s a Blockchain (and Why the Hype?), Calvium (Mar. 28, 2019), https://bit.ly/39MB5NT.

67. See Baisabayeva, supra note 46, at 12; Richard T. Ainsworth, Musaad Alwohaibi, & Mike Cheetham, VATCoin: Can a Crypto Tax Currency Prevent VAT Fraud?, 84 TAX NOTES INT’L 703, 705 (2016) [hereinafter Ainsworth, Alwohaibi, & Cheetham, VATCoin].

68. See Werbach & Cornell, supra note 51, at 327.
mechanisms rely on some sort of incentive structure.\textsuperscript{69} This process is what removes the need to use a trusted third party to validate the transaction.\textsuperscript{70}

Various consensus mechanisms exist to corroborate the information inputted into the system. The method selected depends on the blockchain structure and the needs of the network.\textsuperscript{71} In general, consensus mechanisms are usually based on two principles: (i) that the validators have invested resources into the network and (ii) that there is a verifiable ledger of all previous transactions.\textsuperscript{72} Many types of consensus mechanisms exist, but they typically vary in the degree of the decentralization of the network, the amount of resources (e.g., assets, work, etc.) required to be invested in the system to gain power, and the method of incentivizing participation.\textsuperscript{73}

Once a new block of data is authorized according to the network’s consensus mechanism, the new \textit{block} of valid transactions is then cryptographically \textit{chained} (or linked) through a hash to the prior series of connected blocks chronologically, thereby forming a \textit{block chain} (or an encrypted record of all confirmed transactions).\textsuperscript{74} This updated ledger is synchronized across all the nodes in the network. Furthermore, the updated ledger can be shared and corroborated by anyone with the appropriate permissions.\textsuperscript{75} Through this process, blockchain technology provides participants with assurance that the transaction is valid, that the data native to the blockchain is accurate, and that everyone has the same

\textsuperscript{69} For instance, some consensus mechanisms rely on economic rewards, such as the receipt of tokens or the payment of transaction fees, to incentivize network actors to participate as validators. Other consensus mechanisms, often used in private networks, may rely on legal contracts between known participants to generate trust and incentivize network validation. See Shermin Voshmgir, \textit{Blockchains & Distributed Ledger Technologies, BLOCKCHAINHUB BERLIN}, https://bit.ly/3w3i3eQ (last visited Dec. 9, 2019).

\textsuperscript{70} See id.

\textsuperscript{71} See Rutland, supra note 58, at 2.


\textsuperscript{73} See id. For instance, decentralized networks often use a consensus mechanism that involves a complex algorithm to generate trust in the network, such as the “Proof of Work” consensus algorithm used by the Bitcoin network or the “Proof of Stake” consensus algorithm that randomly selects the validator among network actors who have certain financial stake in the network. See id.; Hancock & Vaizey, supra note 46, at 17. Conversely, in situations where the network is limited to pre-selected and known participants, then trust in the network does not need to be generated by an algorithmic consensus mechanism. Id. The consensus mechanism used in this type of network may be a “multi-signature” consensus, which simply requires that a majority of the participants agree that a transaction is legitimate, or, alternatively, a mechanism that requires only trusted actors to validate and digitally sign the transaction. See id.

\textsuperscript{74} See Baisalbayeva et al., supra note 46, at 12; Rutland, supra note 58, at 3 (“While a blockchain automatically produces a new ‘block’ after certain predetermined criteria is met, a distributed ledger only verifies a transaction once it is submitted . . . ”).

\textsuperscript{75} See \textit{Blockchain for Dummies, supra} note 49, at 16, 22.
version of the blockchain. In other words, blockchain technology takes the place of the trusted third party or intermediary.\(^7^6\) 

The diagram below illustrates how the blockchain process generally works:\(^7^7\)

---

**B. Types of Blockchain Systems**

Blockchain technology can be designed in numerous ways to satisfy the objectives and commercial requirements of blockchain systems.\(^7^8\) Several different types of blockchain systems exist.\(^7^9\) Currently, the main distinction between different blockchain systems is the level of decentralization that it supports.\(^8^0\)

On the one end of the spectrum are public blockchains that are “permissionless,” such as the technology underlying Bitcoin.\(^8^1\) A public blockchain is a decentralized system, which means that there is no overall owner or intermediary that controls the ledger or underlying infrastructure.\(^8^2\) Instead, the system grants all participants the right to

---

76. See id. at 7.
78. See Carson et al., supra note 46, at 4.
80. See Hancock & Vaizey, supra note 46, at 17, 35 (noting that “centralisation is just one dimension along which this domain can be analysed”); Voshmgir, supra note 69.
81. See Hancock & Vaizey, supra note 46, at 35.
82. See Private, Public, and Consortium Blockchains, supra note 79.
view transactions and host a copy of the database. When a public blockchain is also permissionless, there are no limitations on who can input information and participate in validating blocks, provided that the appropriate consensus mechanism is satisfied.

On the other end of the spectrum are private blockchains. Private blockchain systems are centralized and may have one or many fixed owners or administrators that control the network. Thus—contrary to common misconception—although all blockchains are distributed ledgers, they are not all decentralized. Private blockchains are also “permissioned” blockchains, which means that the platform controls who is allowed to participate in the validation process, access certain information, and input information into the system. In other words, in a private blockchain, the owners of the blockchain invite, authorize, and limit who may participate in the network and designate the user’s rights to view, add, and validate transactions on the ledger.

Finally, different models exist along this spectrum. For instance, the consortium blockchain is an increasingly popular hybrid blockchain model that contains elements of both a public and private blockchain and operates in the middle of this spectrum. A consortium blockchain is a semi-decentralized blockchain structure where multiple parties—rather than either the public or a single entity—implement and maintain the blockchain platform and validate the blockchain transactions. As with other permissioned blockchains, the platform owners would be able to implement restrictions that limit aspects of network participation and/or restrict access to transaction details of participants with the appropriate permissions.

Each of these models can be further customized depending on the platform’s specific purpose, security preferences, and user base. Moreover, as the capabilities of blockchain technology continue to evolve, new types of blockchain structures are likely to emerge. This
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Article proposes the use of a private or hybrid blockchain model for purposes of tax administration. This model has the potential to increase cost-effectiveness, process transactions faster, minimize data privacy risks, limit participants, and contain other features that are necessary for government use of the technology.\textsuperscript{93}

C. Challenges and Limitations

Despite blockchain’s numerous benefits, this technology is not a silver bullet and has its limitations. These challenges include data security and data privacy issues, an inadequate and fragmented regulatory framework, coordination challenges, insufficient interoperability and standardization, complexity, costs, and general technical issues.

1. Data Privacy & Data Protection

One concern that blockchain often raises is how to ensure data protection and privacy. As further discussed below, blockchain technology’s transparency and visibility offer significant value.\textsuperscript{94} At the same time, these features “must be counterbalanced by adequate confidentiality, data protection and privacy measures.”\textsuperscript{95} This is especially true in the tax space where a high level of privacy and security is required to protect taxpayer data.\textsuperscript{96} Despite offering a secure record of transactions through its use of a distributed database, consensus mechanism, and cryptographic security, blockchain technology is not immune to attack.\textsuperscript{97} Addressing these data privacy and protection concerns are critical for the success of blockchain; security measures should be taken to minimize any vulnerabilities.

Despite the foregoing, this limitation should not hinder governments from considering the adoption of blockchain technology because these


\textsuperscript{94} See infra Part III.A.2.

\textsuperscript{95} Owens & de Jong, supra note 6, at 611. Another issue that jurisdictions subject to stronger privacy laws (such as the General Data Protection Regulation) must consider is how to comply with these types of data protection regulations when blockchains often contain megadata and maintain a permanent historical record of data. See Frank Fiorille, The Future of Blockchain in the Payroll Industry, HR DAILY ADVISOR (Oct. 15, 2018), https://bit.ly/3mQX5KV.
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\textsuperscript{97} See Owens & de Jong, supra note 6, at 607 (raising the question of whether data protection is inherently compromised “if the protection mechanism time-freezes when a transaction is recorded and does not automatically evolve with time”); see also HANCOCK & VAIZEY, supra note 46, at 6.
challenges are not unique to blockchain technology. Data privacy and security is a major concern that extends to all technologies and is “part of the general challenge of ensuring the security of the digital infrastructure on which modern societies now depend.” All encrypted data and communications currently face the risk that the mechanism used to encrypt the data will be hacked. Human error in the process often contributes to the majority of data security and privacy breaches involving all technologies, not just blockchain technology. Moreover, because a platform often integrates blockchain with other software, websites, Application Programming Interfaces (“APIs”), legacy systems, and technologies that are already subject to traditional cyber-security vulnerabilities, any blockchain-based component naturally becomes subject to these vulnerabilities.

Moreover, the level of data privacy provided by blockchain varies based on the type of blockchain, the consensus mechanism, and other governing policies regarding the platform. For example, a public blockchain is open to forensic analysis and raises concerns that personal identifying information can potentially be connected to the taxpayer. The blockchain community is aware of this vulnerability and is making significant progress in improving data privacy on blockchains. Research shows that “[n]ew data obfuscation and privacy-preserving technologies, like ring signatures, homomorphic encryption and zero-knowledge proofs, are maturing and will provide tools to greatly enhance data security.” Security near the “edge” of the network (or the source of the data) is also improving, which further minimizes data privacy and security vulnerabilities.

Alternatively, the use of a private, permissioned blockchain structure, which restricts the number and identity of users who may interact with the blockchain and its features, is another way to minimize data privacy risks. However, a private blockchain does not completely resolve all data privacy concerns and may increase certain security
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risks. This is because instead of relying on the security of the technology to keep the data private—as in a public blockchain—a private blockchain relies “more on best practice[s] and the honesty of network participants.” Thus, a private blockchain is subject to similar data privacy concerns as those currently seen in financial institutions.

Nevertheless, blockchain technology’s core features already support methods to enhance data security. This is achieved through blockchain’s use of a consensus mechanism that prevents unilateral additions or changes to data, the use of a distributed ledger that is cryptographically chained together that provides an audit trail and minimizes the risk of tampering, the use of cryptographically secure public and private keys, and blockchain’s other core capabilities. Studies indicate that the risk of the cryptography that is used to protect and validate the data on the public blockchain ledger being compromised is relatively low and that “users can have high confidence in both the distributed ledger in which blockchain data is saved, and the various consensus mechanisms used to validate transactions . . . .” Thus, despite vulnerabilities, blockchain technology remains an inherently secure platform—especially in light of the continuing progress to strengthen data privacy.

2. Inconsistent Regulations & Legal Risks

A second, more pressing concern related to the use of blockchain technology is the legal issues arising from an inconsistent regulatory framework. The current state of regulations give rise to potential legal risks that are likely to hinder innovation. Blockchain technology and blockchain-enabled innovations raise many legal issues that range from questions related to the legal recognition of blockchain applications and the rights of blockchain-based token owners to the legal implications of smart contracts. Many of these issues do not fit neatly within existing regulatory frameworks. This is primarily because of blockchain’s decentralized nature, its immutability, the level of anonymity it provides
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to participants, and the automation and creation of new business models that it supports.\textsuperscript{116}

However, resolving these issues will be vital for blockchain’s success and widespread adoption. Legal certainty is critical for acquiring the support and involvement of investors, developers, and other actors to further innovate in this area. Resolving these issues is essential for blockchain users who want to ensure their rights are protected. As further discussed below, this is an important area that governments are uniquely positioned to address.

3. Coordination Challenges and Governance Issues

A related challenge in implementing a successful blockchain application is the coordination of the many different actors involved in the blockchain platform.\textsuperscript{117} “The issue is not identifying the network—or even getting initial buy-in—but agreeing on the governance decisions around how the system, data, and investment will be led and managed.”\textsuperscript{118}

Consider how blockchain technology’s use of a consensus mechanism to corroborate transactions added to the ledger requires multiple parties to verify the accuracy of the information. The strength of the consensus mechanism and the security measures in place affect the integrity of the underlying data\textsuperscript{119}—especially in the case of private blockchains. Thus, getting the parties to agree on an effective consensus mechanism and ensuring the strategic motivations of the participants are aligned is critical for the success of the blockchain platform; but that requires complex considerations among the participants.\textsuperscript{120} Other governance issues revolve around who manages the blockchain protocols and how changes to protocols are made, among other questions that require agreement among various counterparties to build this common infrastructure.\textsuperscript{121}

Many of these challenges arise in the creation of any new IT platform, but the decentralized nature of blockchain technology magnifies these coordination and governance issues.\textsuperscript{122} The magnitude of the coordination that this requires increases exponentially when cross-
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border payments and global networks are involved. Moreover, the lack of common standards and inadequate governance structures contribute to difficulties in coordinating the dispersed users. These are important coordination issues that will need to be resolved regardless of whether blockchain is ultimately adopted, especially as our economy becomes more digitalized and global.

4. Inadequate Interoperability & Standardization

In addition, a lot of blockchain’s value derives from its network effects and potential interoperability, or the ability to communicate and share data across devices. The two main ways to currently achieve interoperability across blockchains are to either (i) use an external, trusted third party to validate the transaction or information or (ii) use other blockchains or smart contracts to cryptographically attest and directly exchange information between blockchains or other devices. But to truly revolutionize our current systems, a blockchain platform also needs to provide interoperability across all types of disparate systems and cross-chain interoperability. Most blockchain platforms already provide interoperating methods to enable the blockchain to link to the outside world, but these need to be developed further to support a wider range of interoperability.

In addition to technological limitations, insufficient standardization is another obstacle to the development of an interoperable blockchain platform. Standardization of blockchain technologies that provides a common language with specific rules for interaction is key to achieving interoperability and data exchange among different users, applications, and systems. Without these features, a blockchain platform may not provide much benefit over multiple siloed databases.
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achieving this level of standardization both domestically and abroad is challenging, substantial resources are being invested to develop common standards. It is likely that the interoperability of blockchain-based platforms will significantly improve and that a “small number of global blockchain networks will” ultimately develop as the base infrastructure upon which other blockchains, applications, and technologies operate.

5. Complexity

Another major challenge to successfully adopting a blockchain application is the level of complexity involved. Before a government entity or company can begin to consider implementing a blockchain solution, it first needs to obtain an understanding of blockchain technology’s complex terminology, features, and benefits. Even with a baseline understanding of the technology, the complexity involved in actually creating, implementing, and transitioning to a new blockchain system is often a significant barrier. Currently, there are limited commercial applications of blockchain technology. Overcoming the limitations discussed above to realize the benefits of blockchain technology will be difficult.

This complexity also contributes to issues with verifying the accuracy of the data stored on the blockchain. The use of smart contracts often exacerbates these issues. In particular, issues arise concerning how to guarantee that the software code accurately captures the agreed-upon rules governing the data when smart contracts are used to automate complex processes. Put differently, how would taxpayers and tax authorities verify that these smart contracts are capturing and providing accurate tax data? Fortunately, “new tools and techniques to audit smart contracts and publicize vulnerabilities and best practices are being developed,” which may help address some of these issues.

6. Costs

Another concern presented by the introduction of any new technology—including blockchain—is the cost involved. Blockchain technology has the potential to improve the efficiency of many processes, thereby reducing redundancies, errors, and other transactional
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costs. Despite this, implementing and running a blockchain-based platform also requires financial investment. For instance, there are the costs for (i) the reward offered to incentivize users to participate in the network, (ii) the equipment to run the blockchain network, and (iii) financial and time expenditures required to develop the network, the smart contracts, and other blockchain-related features.\textsuperscript{138}

These costs should be closely evaluated and not underestimated before developing a blockchain-based application to replace an older legacy system. Moreover, these costs can present a challenge for tax agencies, such as the IRS, who already face significant budget constraints and are unlikely to have the resources to replace their legacy systems. However, these costs vary significantly across blockchain applications and are expected to decline over time as the technology matures and becomes more widely available.\textsuperscript{139}

7. General Technology-Related Issues

Finally, as a new technology, blockchain has numerous technological limitations to overcome before it can experience widespread adoption. As noted above, advancements in capabilities and standards to improve interoperability are essential. Another prerequisite for blockchain’s success is improving the scalability of blockchain platforms to allow them to rapidly handle large volumes of transactions.\textsuperscript{140} Participants in blockchain platforms also need assurance of the sustainability of this technology over the long-term.\textsuperscript{141} The blockchain community is continuously developing resolutions to these challenges to improve the viability of widespread adoption of blockchain technology.

In summary, blockchain technology has many limitations that need to be overcome before its true value can be realized in the tax space. Given the infancy of the technology, there are likely additional limitations and unknown barriers that will need to be addressed before blockchain can reach its true potential. Significant time and effort is being expended on overcoming these difficulties and, as this Article argues, policymakers have an important role in contributing to these efforts.\textsuperscript{142}
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D. Blockchain Applications

Blockchain technology has numerous applications currently in use that extend beyond possible applications in the tax realm. The most commonly known and most successful application of blockchain technology, thus far, has been for the creation of cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin. This application of blockchain technology has allowed participants to remove financial institutions, credit card vendors, and other traditional intermediaries from the payment process. In particular, blockchain technology, with its distributed database and consensus mechanism, ensures on its own that double spending does not occur rather than necessitating that an intermediary verify that multiple parties are not spending the same cash simultaneously. As a result, blockchain facilitates electronic payment systems on a global network comprised of unrelated counterparties. This application of blockchain technology has already begun to revolutionize traditional value-transferring structures and global commercial banking.

Outside of the cryptocurrency space, developers have already created and are actively exploring additional applications of blockchain technology in numerous industries. These applications range from using blockchain to improve the efficiency of operations in fields as diverse as financial services, healthcare, real estate, shipping, consumer goods, and manufacturing.

For instance, in the healthcare industry, a blockchain-based application has been proposed that could reliably store and enable authorized parties to securely share electronic health records. This system would work as follows: (i) an authorized user would input the medical data via a smartphone application or online portal, (ii) that information would then get stored on a private blockchain cloud, which would ensure that the data could not be altered by anybody, (iii) the patient would then be able to manage and share any portion of that data securely via the smartphone application, and (iv) any interactions with the data would be stored on the blockchain in an auditable, transparent, and secure manner.
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Governments are also slowly exploring the potential of blockchain technology for public uses. Estonia, the most advanced government in terms of blockchain use, is already using blockchain to digitally authenticate and ensure the privacy of citizen and business-related information on their government databases. Estonia’s use of blockchain technology has enabled them to launch digital services related to business filings, taxes, and other government services.148 Some government agencies have initiated programs to create digital identity blockchains, such as birth certificates, for citizens.149 Blockchain technology could also be used to register intellectual property and patents, issue and verify business licenses, or enable electronic voting.150

But what about tax administration? Tax administration is an area that involves many costly and time-consuming processes and could benefit from increased transparency and trust. The remainder of this Article considers whether blockchain technology can be used to improve our system of tax administration.

IV. BLOCKCHAIN IN THE TAX SPACE

Our current tax administration system suffers from a large tax gap, high compliance and administrative costs, a lack of transparency, and many inefficiencies. However, as the following Part argues, blockchain technology introduces promising possibilities to modernize our current tax administration system. Section A demonstrates how the core attributes of blockchain technology translate into benefits that are readily applicable to tax administration. Section B considers how these attributes can be used to improve the tax administration system and achieve long-lasting benefits.

A. Benefits for Tax Administration

Blockchain technology’s most compelling benefits include the creation of trust in processes, increased transparency, potential operational efficiencies, as well as other noteworthy benefits. Each of these attributes could significantly impact a tax administration system by enabling tax authorities, the taxpayer, and other related parties to rely on a shared repository of tax-related information.
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1. Trust

Arguably the most transformative benefit of blockchain is the technology’s ability to create a network of trust in transactions. In particular, the use of a consensus mechanism that relies on multiple, unrelated parties to validate transactions ensures the trustworthiness of the transactions that are incorporated into the shared database without requiring the presence of any independent intermediary or agent. This is particularly valuable in situations where the data is native to the blockchain because blockchain technology cannot be used to validate the underlying data when that data is not native to the blockchain. Alternatively, blockchain technology can also create a valuable network of trust in transactions in cases where the data input to the blockchain is coming from a reliable outside source that has validated the underlying data.

Blockchain’s validation processes, combined with the linking mechanism that the blockchain structure uses to connect transactions in the ledger to prior transactions, further guarantees the integrity of the transactions by minimizing deliberate or involuntary record changes. Moreover, blockchain’s ability to use various crypto-economic incentives incorporated into the platform establishes an additional layer of trust in a decentralized system that prevents unauthorized revisions. This often provides an advantage over traditional legacy systems. In short, by creating a clear and unalterable audit trail, blockchain’s key features support a high-level of trust in transactions which reduces the need for trust between participants in the transactions.

Trust is especially important for effective and efficient tax administration. Both taxpayers and tax authorities need to have trust in the information and the processes that are used to compute their tax liability in order to have ultimate trust that the system is working fairly. Because blockchain provides a system of verifying transactions and maintaining their continued integrity, this technology offers a means of “creating trusted audit trails” of reliable information that can be relied upon.
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upon by all relevant parties, provided that the underlying data comes from a reliable source.\textsuperscript{155}

2. Transparency

Blockchain technology can also provide significant benefits for tax administration by increasing the transparency of transactions. It does so by creating a clear audit trail of transactions occurring on the blockchain, thereby improving data accessibility among numerous counterparties, allowing for the traceability of a greater range of transactions and business processes, and supporting the possibility of real-time reporting.\textsuperscript{156} This transparency improves the visibility of many transactions and can help tax authorities overcome some of the information constraints that they currently face by making it easier to exchange and share data with other government agencies, tax authorities, and third-party reporters. It is important to note that this technology will not resolve all of the IRS’s current information constraints, such as those related to cash transactions and self-employment income. Blockchain technology does have the potential, however, to improve the visibility of cross-border transactions by facilitating tax authorities’ ability to engage in a broader range of automatic information exchange regimes.

In particular, as a type of shared, distributed ledger, blockchain technology enables all authorized parties to view a copy of the same ledger.\textsuperscript{157} Organizations frequently utilize different proprietary systems, which makes it difficult to share relevant information outside of the organization.\textsuperscript{158} Blockchain technology overcomes these challenges by allowing authorized users—both within and across organizations—to directly access the same copy of the shared database.\textsuperscript{159} This feature minimizes the need for different participants to maintain their own duplicate ledgers which are subject to redundancies and discrepancies.\textsuperscript{160} Through the use of a blockchain platform, all authorized parties can have real-time access to the same information needed for tax filings.\textsuperscript{161}
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Taxpayers would benefit through immediate access to tax-related data that can allow them to fulfill their tax reporting and filing obligations with greater ease. Tax authorities would benefit through faster, more secure, and more reliable information exchanges.

In addition to increased data transparency, blockchain technology provides a means of enhancing data privacy by ensuring that only authorized parties access the data. For instance, one blockchain security method is the use of public key cryptography. Through this method, anyone on a public blockchain can make an encrypted transaction to the public key address, but only the party with the private key associated with that public key can decipher the transaction. Private blockchains are not as secure as public blockchains because they generally use weaker consensus mechanisms. However, as with public blockchains, private blockchains do contain security measures to limit data access only to authorized participants.

Moreover, blockchain technology could increase transparency because it is easier than with other technology for participants to trace which party is the source of the information. This is because records are added to the blockchain with “a unique cryptographic signature that proves the right participant has added the right record according to the right rules.” Through this feature, the blockchain structure further enhances the trustworthiness of the system and provides all authorized parties with access to verifiable records.

3. Operational Efficiencies

In addition, given the limited money and time of both tax authorities and taxpayers, tax administration systems need to be efficient. Thus, blockchain’s potential benefit to both taxpayers and tax authorities is particularly promising because many of its core features support the creation of “efficient, inexpensive platforms, potentially leading to significant cost savings in data processing while increasing the robustness of the platforms.”
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By improving data accessibility among parties, blockchain technology could streamline many business processes by increasing the efficiency of a network through reduced administrative burdens and transaction costs.\textsuperscript{168} Organizations frequently maintain duplicate databases that are siloed and held by different parties, which creates administrative burdens and costs in manually maintaining and reconciling these databases.\textsuperscript{169} A distributed database, such as blockchain, substantially reduces the need to maintain duplicate data and the need to manually reconcile conflicting data.\textsuperscript{170} Blockchain reduces these burdens by automatically compiling validated data from various stakeholders and replicating and synchronizing that data to the ledgers of all authorized participants. Automated compiling and sharing of data can save users time and money, thus giving rise to considerable savings across organizations.\textsuperscript{171}

Other types of distributed databases may also be able to achieve the same level of cost savings and operational efficiencies as with blockchain through enhanced database coordination and efficient data sharing among numerous parties.\textsuperscript{172} However, blockchain may be preferable in certain cases, not only because it offers these efficiency gains, but because it also facilitates the use of other blockchain functionality that is not available in non-blockchain systems.\textsuperscript{173}

Moreover, in cases where blockchain reduces or eliminates the involvement of an intermediary, additional cost savings may arise. Specifically, blockchain technology may reduce the cost of validating the recorded information.\textsuperscript{174} A blockchain network that simplifies and streamlines this process can result in cost savings in cases where a third-party intermediary requires the use of labor-intensive or costly processes.\textsuperscript{175}

At the same time, as further discussed below, the costs of migrating to and operating a blockchain system must also be taken into account, which may offset some of these cost benefits.\textsuperscript{176} Although these costs are expected to decrease as the technology matures, it remains important to
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take these costs into account when considering the overall benefits of a blockchain-based solution. Moreover, given the current state of the technology, if a public blockchain is used instead of a private or hybrid blockchain, the system may slow down and many of these potential efficiency gains may be offset. 177

4. Other Valuable Benefits

Finally, as the technology continues to evolve, there is a high likelihood that the benefits blockchain technology provides will evolve and grow as well. 178 In fact, several of blockchain technology’s most noteworthy and revolutionary features have not yet been fully developed. These developing features have the potential to provide the most significant benefits to our current system of tax administration.

In particular, one attribute of blockchain technology that has tremendous potential to improve the trustworthiness, transparency, and efficiency of tax administration is the ability to allow for the future tokenization of assets, value, and nearly any other component of our digital economy. 179 In the blockchain space, tokenization generally refers to the process of converting the rights to an asset into a digital representation of that asset. 180 In theory, using a blockchain
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infrastructure, such as the Ethereum protocol, as the underlying protocol allows the digitization of almost any physical or non-physical item of value to be created and become broadly accessible. This, in turn, allows the asset to be digitally transferred, owned, and stored through the use of smart contracts. The use of smart contracts further replaces or minimizes the use of intermediaries and reduces administrative costs. It also immutably stores the record of ownership and the history of transfers on the blockchain, which promotes additional transparency and traceability of ownership.

This tokenization potential is another feature that makes blockchain technology preferable to current legacy systems. Current legacy systems often have limited capabilities in digitizing a broad range of assets, lack interoperability with other systems, result in “vendor lock in,” and generally require a centrally managed platform. In addition, unlike traditional means of digitalizing assets, blockchain-based tokens are generally programmed as smart contracts, which offers additional capabilities and benefits that would otherwise be difficult to achieve.

Numerous types of tokens already exist. Currency tokens are one example of tokenization that could be especially beneficial for tax administration purposes. These tokens generally facilitate more algorithm implemented as a smart contract on the blockchain that would define all of the features of the digital asset. See id.
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187. Three common types of tokens are currency tokens, utility tokens and security tokens. Currency tokens represent a fiat or digital currency in digital form and are used as a means of payment. See O’Neal, supra note 180. Utility tokens refer digital tokens that provide the holder with rights to a future product or service and is often used as a means to raise funds for a startup. See id. Security tokens generally refer to a digital representation of an external, tradeable asset and represent an investment in that asset. See id.

188. A crypto coin or digital coin is similar to a currency token in that both run on a blockchain and serve as a medium of exchange. These two terms will be used
efficient and transparent payments between parties. More than that, if the currency token or coin that is used for payments is one that has been created by the government, then the use of blockchain-based digital currencies has the potential to enhance the visibility of transactions by providing tax authorities with high-quality transactional data in real time and, therefore, a more reliable audit trail. With this information, tax authorities can better target tax evasion and non-compliance, which would help minimize the tax gap. By providing taxpayers with access to this same information, measures can also be developed to minimize a taxpayer’s overall tax compliance burden. Even more significantly, tokenized fiat currencies can allow governments to eventually achieve real-time automation of payments through smart contracts.

Another critical component of blockchain technology which is currently being developed and has important implications for tax administration is the technology’s interoperability potential. There are numerous companies working to build secondary layers on top of blockchain protocols to make them interoperable. This is a distinct advantage over many current legacy systems, which have closed networks and limited ability to communicate with, exchange data with, and use the exchanged information that comes from different information technology systems and software applications. Even the use of an API, which improves the interoperability of applications by enabling two software applications to communicate with each other, does not provide the same level of interoperability that a blockchain infrastructure has the potential to achieve.

With so many complex systems being networked together and all facets of our economy becoming increasingly digitalized, the ability to seamlessly interact with and exchange information among different technologies and applications is essential in our modern economy. If a

interchangeably in this Article. Technically, however, a crypto coin differs from a currency token, because a crypto coin, such as the cryptocurrency Bitcoin, exists on its own blockchain and make the blockchain function, whereas currency tokens are created on an existing blockchain platform, such as Ethereum, and are used to interact with applications created through different blockchain. See Laura M., Token vs Coin: What’s the Difference, BitDegree (Oct. 5, 2021), https://bit.ly/3ww15WW.
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blockchain technology emerges that can serve as the foundational infrastructure through which various information technology systems can operate or communicate, then that technology could provide a high level of interaction among both disparate systems and off-chain databases that do not currently exist.

This level of interoperability can provide immense benefits to our tax administration system by further improving the transparency and efficiency of tax administration. Blockchain technology could provide tax authorities and taxpayers with a more transparent and efficient platform for automated data sharing if the technology had the ability to seamlessly interoperate among ecosystems of businesses, individuals, and other governments using different platforms. The ability to share verified tax-related data on an automated basis with numerous authorized parties would improve the visibility of transactions. It would also allow tax authorities to efficiently acquire meaningful tax data, which could be used to improve compliance and enforcement efforts and may enable the automation of some taxpayer compliance functions. Both of these benefits could help minimize the tax gap.

The blockchain structure also has the potential to “be modified to incorporate rules, smart contracts, digital signatures, Internet of Things systems, and an array of other new tools,” which will further “enhance and diversify the value and range of uses of ledgers.”195 “[A]s a protocol technology, computer programs can be built on top of, or incorporated into, blockchain technology.”196 For instance, blockchain can support the use of smart contracts, which is a promising application.197 Essentially, a smart contract automates performance. It is computer code that is stored on a blockchain and sets forth the terms of an agreement, which it automatically executes and enforces once pre-determined criteria are satisfied.198 Instead of relying on the use of a human intermediary, it primarily uses the blockchain network to add, verify, execute, and enforce the encrypted contract terms.199 As a result of these features, smart contracts, as well as other blockchain-based innovations, further enhance blockchain’s automation potential and contribute to its
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likelihood of substantially improving the trustworthiness, transparency, and efficiency of the tax administration system.

B. Transforming the System of Tax Administration

With blockchain technology’s core attributes supporting the creation of greater levels of trust, transparency, and efficiency in data management and processing, an appropriate use of this technology promises improvements to our tax administration system. In particular, through the use of a private or permissioned blockchain platform, the technology can help revolutionize our current tax administration by: (i) improving digitalization of certain tax processes, (ii) increasing the transparency and trustworthiness of tax-related transactions through a shared database and other blockchain-enabled features, and (iii) reducing costs, minimizing data redundancies, and automating various elements of our tax administration system to improve the efficiency of tax administration. The following discussion suggests some novel uses of blockchain technology in the tax space that would help achieve these goals.

1. A Blockchain-Based Platform for Information Returns

One potential application for blockchain in the tax space is to implement a blockchain-based platform to aggregate, store, and securely share required information returns. Under the existing system, information reports play a significant part in reducing the information constraints faced by tax authorities. These systems could be further optimized by using blockchain technology that allows multiple counterparties to rely on a shared repository of information.

Currently, designated payers, financial institutions, and brokers submit information returns related to certain taxpayer transactions to the government and separately send these same reports to the appropriate taxpayer on an annual or other fixed basis. In recent years, the efficiency of this system improved as companies began to provide more information reports electronically and the IRS increasingly implemented a system to store information reports on an electronic database.
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Nevertheless, because taxpayers do not have access to this IRS database, they continue to unnecessarily incur time and monetary expenses in separately managing, storing, and accurately inputting tax data onto their tax return each year. Thus, a blockchain platform that acquires these information reports from existing third-party intermediaries and then stores and provides immediate access to the reports to appropriate parties could make advancements in this area. A blockchain-based solution could (i) improve efficiencies related to information reporting, (ii) help taxpayers with their tax compliance burden, (iii) enhance data transparency, and (iv) protect sensitive taxpayer data.

In particular, by enabling taxpayers to immediately and securely access their aggregated tax data in one centralized location on a private or permissioned blockchain platform, a blockchain-based database would give taxpayers better control of and more transparency with respect to their tax records. Taxpayers could then either download this tax data directly onto their tax returns or, using additional technological tools, have the tax data automatically pre-populate their tax return. Both options would simplify the tax return preparation process and minimize errors.

This proposed use of technology would also benefit third-party information issuers by eliminating their need to remit separate information statements to individual recipients, thereby saving them time and costs. The government would also likely realize administrative benefits and cost savings from the reduction in errors due to taxpayers inadvertently omitting or inaccurately reporting the tax data from their information reports, as well as from an increased ability to share relevant and trustworthy data across government agencies that require access to the same information. Moreover, with the appropriate statutory changes, this system has the potential to provide parties with access to this data in real time, rather than on an annual or other fixed basis, which would improve the effectiveness of the tax authority’s tax enforcement and compliance measures, and provide taxpayers with a more accurate, ongoing picture of their tax obligations.

Although blockchain is not necessarily required to achieve these goals, a blockchain-based database for the collection and exchange of tax-related data would provide several additional and valuable benefits as compared to traditional technological solutions.
First, with a distributed ledger system, such as blockchain, any point of failure issues are minimized. Point of failure issues are minimized because the verified transaction is stored across a network. Of course, other technology is also available to address this concern, but many current legacy systems—especially those maintained by the IRS—are at high risk in this regard. Use of blockchain technology could help address these risks, while avoiding the unnecessary expense of costly backups and recovery systems.

Second, blockchain technology’s features enable a system design that makes the data both private and shareable, which is especially important when dealing with sensitive taxpayer data. For instance, through the use of permissions and cryptography, a blockchain network can be designed to limit participants’ access to data, prevent unauthorized access, and provide different viewing rights to different parties. Thus, taxpayers could potentially identify the tax-related transactional details they want to share with a particular user and provide certain tax authorities special permissions to view a greater range of transactional detail. Smart contracts could also be used to enable automatic sharing of certain details when predetermined criteria are met. Moreover, as a type of distributed ledger, blockchain technology securely shares relevant data in a manner that allows authorized parties to have immediate, real-time access to the same data. As compared to traditional databases, “[w]here blockchains shine is in enabling such capabilities among large, diverse groups without relying on or having to trust a single authority to do the job.”

Third, as blockchain technology increases its level of interoperability, tax authorities utilizing this platform can share information across government agencies and other relevant parties more efficiently without requiring all parties to upgrade their technology to access the information. As a result, government agencies could collected from information reporting and would allow taxpayers direct electronic access to their aggregated tax data through a secure IRS website. See Soled, supra note 202, at 348. As another example, Mexico is involved in an initiative that implements open data portals, which provides access to government data online. See GUPTA ET AL., supra note 28, at 282 n.7.
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streamline how they communicate with each other and reduce costs in government operations, including tax administration. Blockchain technology also presents a potentially cost-effective means of updating large legacy IT systems because different agencies could share the costs of implementing and maintaining the system. Furthermore, it would eliminate some of the additional costs associated with managing existing networking and messaging systems and the duplicative efforts in reconciling the data.\textsuperscript{213}

Fourth, blockchain technology’s automation potential provides a significant benefit over other systems. The use of smart contracts and other blockchain-based features allow tax authorities to automatically pre-populate tax returns. This feature would eliminate taxpayers’ need to correctly input the data from information reports onto a tax return. Without the burdens to ensure that all the information that the IRS has received is included in their tax return, the costs and time required for taxpayers to prepare tax returns would be reduced. Blockchain technology can also automate the exchange of information from current intermediaries to the tax authority, which could further facilitate the tax authority’s real-time access to this data.

Finally—and most significantly—blockchain technology enables counterparties who do not know each other to reach an agreement about the existence and evolution of shared facts between them.\textsuperscript{214} Thus, as long as the data that enters the blockchain database is reliable data, such as third-party information returns, the use of blockchain technology ensures that the data remains in its verified form so that it is not altered by any party yet remains simultaneously accessible by all authorized parties.

2. A Blockchain-Based Platform for Digital Invoices

The shared blockchain-based database of information returns described above is only the starting point for harnessing blockchain’s potential in the tax space. To achieve more transformational benefits, blockchain technology could be used to complement our existing tax system by creating a single, transparent database that collects, aggregates, stores, and securely shares a wider range of data. Specifically, a blockchain-based system could be developed to collect many types of transactional data at the source through the use of digital invoices.\textsuperscript{215}
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A promising example of this application would be to use a private or permissioned blockchain to aggregate, maintain, and share data related to the computation of a company’s VAT obligations. Under the current VAT system, “[tax authorities are] highly reliant on businesses themselves to correctly calculate the amount of VAT due and submit it to the tax authorities.” This information is generally reported on an aggregate basis on a tax return that is filed on a periodic basis. Because of these features, the VAT system creates information asymmetries and visibility issues, which makes it difficult for tax authorities to detect fraud and ensure compliance. The time lag between when a transaction occurs and when the related information is submitted to the government further complicates the tax authorities’ enforcement efforts. Thus, a system that could capture invoice data at its origin and implement verification processes at the source of data input would minimize a company’s potential to manipulate data. It would also provide tax authorities with transaction-level data, thereby increasing the amount of data accessible to tax authorities. Furthermore, the system would increase the data’s transparency and accuracy as well as the tax authorities’ ability to utilize cognitive computing to effectively analyze the data for tax assessment and compliance purposes.

Due to these benefits, a growing number of countries have begun to require the use of digital invoices that submit this type of VAT-related information in a standardized format to the appropriate tax authority on a regular basis. To acquire this transactional data, tax authorities use various measures ranging from requiring companies to transfer invoice data through an online portal to using an Electronic Billing Machine that collects and automatically transmits transaction data to the tax authorities on a real-time basis. In the United Kingdom, the “Making
Tax Digital” initiative captures data on a regular basis by requiring certain taxpayers to keep and store digital records of their VAT transactions using a certified software program that can exchange data with the tax authority using an API platform. In general, these methods provide tax authorities with detailed data in a standardized format on a regular basis that is more readily available for auditing. As a result, these methods have, overall, experienced great success in enhancing the United Kingdom’s enforcement and fraud-prevention efforts and often minimize the supplier’s tax compliance burden.

Using blockchain technology to capture, store, and share digital invoice data can provide additional benefits. For instance, placing invoices on a blockchain makes it easier to verify the information and prevent unauthorized tampering once the data is stored on the blockchain ledger. Therefore, unlike the United Kingdom’s approach, blockchain technology can authenticate the original invoice data and minimize the risk of falsification of invoice-level data. Moreover, using blockchain to consolidate and store the data—rather than transferring the data through an API or an online website to a government’s platform—further facilitates the real-time and electronic reporting of transaction-level tax data. This method provides companies, taxpayers, and tax authorities with access to the data as soon as it is captured. Furthermore, it allows the data collection process to be more easily automated through the use of smart contracts and other blockchain-enabled features.

From a government perspective, the immediate access to large volumes of verified information on a timely basis is advantageous because it provides tax authorities with a reliable audit trail that can be effectively analyzed to identify potential high-risk situations and better detect tax avoidance and evasion. Using blockchain can also help governments reduce costs in the long-run by providing a cost-effective way to authenticate transactional information upfront, which would minimize the cost of later having to audit the transactional information.
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Replacing costly centralized ledgers with more efficient, distributed blockchain platforms could also generate additional cost savings.\textsuperscript{226} Automating this exchange of information and providing taxpayers with standardized tax-related data is also likely to benefit taxpayers. With this type of system, taxpayers are likely to spend less time and money in complying with their VAT obligations. Taxpayers are also likely to see a reduction in tax audits and disputes and experience improvements in their internal record-keeping.\textsuperscript{227}

In addition to simplifying data collection and improving the reliability of the collected data, the use of blockchain technology also has the added benefit of facilitating the sharing of relevant and trustworthy information across a large system of counterparties. Because blockchain technology is intended to be an interoperable system that uses a common language, this technology increases tax authorities’ ability to efficiently share reliable data among other government agencies, both domestically and abroad, on an ongoing basis. This is especially important as digital, global transactions increasingly challenge the current regimes of VAT collection by increasing the tax administration’s current information constraints. Moreover, tax authorities can protect taxpayer privacy by designing the blockchain system to limit the information that participants can access while also ensuring that tax authorities and taxpayers have real-time access to the verified information. Thus, governments can further improve data collection, data exchange, and cooperation between jurisdictions through blockchain technology.

VAT is often the starting point for proposals to use blockchain in the tax space given its highly transactional nature and the information constraints experienced by tax authorities in ensuring compliance with the VAT system.\textsuperscript{228} However, these measures to improve the VAT system can be expanded to other areas of the tax law. In particular, the U.S. sales tax system suffers from many similar issues and would likely experience similar transparency, accuracy, and efficiency gains as a blockchain-based VAT system does. Moreover, migrating payroll data, transfer pricing data, and domestic and international withholding tax-related information onto a blockchain platform that automatically collects the information from the source on a real-time basis is also likely to transform our current tax administration system.

Of course, these measures involve sensitive taxpayer data, so access should be restricted. Blockchain technology provides numerous methods to maintain data privacy and limit unauthorized access. For instance, to
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limit the government’s access to this information (which would be cryptographically stored on the blockchain), the platform could be designed to anonymize certain data, to restrict data access unless certain conditions are met, or to provide taxpayers with the rights to completely control the access to the information.

In summary, if blockchain technology continues to mature and evolve as expected, then it has the potential make revolutionary improvements to key aspects of our current tax administration system. Nevertheless, as further discussed below, blockchain technology faces significant obstacles before it can be used in the manner described above.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MAXIMIZING BLOCKCHAIN’S BENEFIT

Even though the blockchain phenomenon is well under way, the blockchain community and policymakers need to solve an array of challenges before blockchain’s transformational benefits can be realized in the tax space. This Article strongly encourages governments to be involved in the development of blockchain and other promising technologies. It is important for governments to be proactive in this process for two main reasons.

First, if blockchain ultimately lives up to its potential and the government has participated in blockchain’s development, then tax authorities will likely benefit through substantial improvements in their information position, the ability to automate many tax processes, and an overall increase in the effectiveness and efficiency of the current system of tax administration. This approach also allows policymakers to ensure that the technology develops in a responsible manner.229 Thus, by remaining involved, governments, particularly tax authorities, obtain a valuable opportunity to study and understand which technological developments can have the most positive impact on tax administration, which puts them in the best position to realize the benefits of these technologies.230

Second, if blockchain becomes widely adopted, but the government does not remain adequately involved with the new technology, then the information constraints under which the government currently operates will likely be magnified. Information constraints would be amplified because more revenue streams will become embedded in technology that is inaccessible to the government.231 That situation is likely to exacerbate the current tax gap.
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However, even if blockchain technology does not become a mainstream technology, exploring the use of blockchain technology in the tax space remains a worthwhile endeavor. Doing so provides government agencies and policymakers with an opportunity to reexamine the potential role technology can play in digitalizing the tax administration system and modernizing the aging technological infrastructure that currently exists. Moreover, the recommendations that this Article sets forth below would benefit the tax administration system even if another technology is ultimately adopted.

In light of these benefits, the following discussion sets forth several normative suggestions to policymakers for their support in the development of blockchain technology. These actions will help ensure that the government is prepared to capitalize on blockchain technology’s potential if and when the time comes.

A. Support the Development of Standards

Policymakers should contribute to and encourage the development and adoption of standards (ideally international standards) related to the technology. Standardization of blockchain technologies that provides for a common language with specific rules for interaction is key to achieving interoperability and data exchange among different users, applications, and systems. In particular, international standards relating to reference architecture, taxonomy and ontology, use cases, security and privacy, identity, and smart contracts are important to achieving standardization in this area. These types of standards benefit the users of blockchain technology because the standards “can take the development of these technologies to the next step by providing internationally agreed ways of working, stimulating greater interoperability, speedier acceptance[,] and enhanced innovation in their use and application.”232 Although it is not possible to achieve complete standardization immediately, any progress towards creating specific interoperable functionalities that can later be expanded on can provide significant benefits to the users of blockchain technology.

Thus, encouraging the development of standards to improve the interoperability of the blockchain ecosystem would enable policymakers to play a positive role in the development of blockchain. Currently, numerous domestic and international organizations have begun organizing the development of international standards in the field of blockchain.233 For instance, the World Wide Web Consortium

(“W3C”) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics (“IEEE”) Standards Association already have ongoing initiatives in this regard. Thus, to support the standardization of blockchain technologies, governments can collaborate with these organizations, contribute findings based on empirical research, and provide other support in the process.

From a tax perspective, it is also essential for governments to work to standardize data models and processes—to the greatest extent possible—if they are to harness blockchain’s potential benefits. For governments to benefit from the increased availability of information, this information needs to be both high-quality data and rapidly accessible. Standardization of data models enhances the quality of data and improves information sharing among multiple parties and across jurisdictions. Thus, any progress in the standardization of data will be extremely beneficial even if blockchain technology is not ultimately adopted. As evidenced by the business process reengineering literature, a fundamental rethinking of current tax processes to tailor them to the modern environment is critical before governments can take advantage of blockchain (or other emerging technologies) to revolutionize our tax administration system. This is no easy task.

Similarly, for a blockchain platform to be transformational in the tax space, governments must also engage in serious efforts to cooperate with many different actors, including other tax authorities, both to implement blockchain application and to standardize tax compliance guidelines more generally. For instance, a successful blockchain-based tax application would require federal, state, and local tax authorities and relevant agencies in many different jurisdictions to (i) participate in the network, (ii) accept that the tax payment calculations are valid, and (iii) agree on important blockchain governance decisions. As recent international tax reform discussions demonstrate, achieving an international consensus on tax matters is no easy task. Nevertheless, these ongoing discussions underscore the need for this type of international cooperation. Greater coordination and common standards
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are necessary not only to harness the benefits of blockchain but, more importantly, also to address the international tax challenges exacerbated by the digital revolution and our increasingly interconnected global system.\textsuperscript{241}

At the very least, policymakers should aim to standardize process models. Because “while tax laws vary from nation to nation, basic processes that apply to public finance are very similar.”\textsuperscript{242} By standardizing process models, the government could benefit from further cost-savings, improved data sharing, and operational efficiencies.\textsuperscript{243}

\textbf{B. Develop a Regulatory Framework}

To support the evolution and mainstream adoption of blockchain, policymakers also need to develop a clear legal and regulatory framework to help mitigate legal risks associated with use of the technology.\textsuperscript{244} Achieving an appropriate regulatory framework is a challenging task because of the uncertainty surrounding the challenges, the implications of what the future use of blockchain applications will create, and the limited understanding that many regulators have of this technology. Successfully addressing many of these legal issues would also require a global regulatory framework, which further complicates achieving appropriate government regulations.

Nevertheless, as one commentator nicely summarizes, “[t]he law has great experience in successfully adapting to this kind of change, if often at its own pace.”\textsuperscript{245} The same is likely true for blockchain. Although it is impossible to predict in advance all of the required regulatory changes, it is important that policymakers remain proactive and involved in the process as it occurs in order to help shape regulatory policy rather than remaining purely reactive.

In addition, there are steps that policymakers can take to improve regulatory certainty in this area despite these challenges. For instance, policymakers should actively research the issues that the adoption of blockchain technology raises as it interacts with existing legacy systems.
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and as it creates new opportunities and business models. Different regulatory approaches are available to address these various issues. Policymakers should consider targeting the issues raised by high-impact use cases first. In some of these situations, it may make sense to apply existing laws and regulations; while in other cases, adapting current regulations or implementing new regulations to account for the opportunities created by blockchain may be preferable. Alternatively, some cases may require a wait-and-see approach, where regulators monitor but allow a particular application of the technology to further develop and mature before issuing regulations. Under the latter circumstances, self-regulation can be a beneficial approach. Identifying clear guidelines on the requirements of best practices can help mitigate the risks. In developing a regulatory framework, policymakers should also strive to keep any regulatory framework “future-proof and strike a balance between freedom to innovate and addressing risks.”

To help achieve these goals, policymakers should collaborate with the blockchain community to identify and address the legal risks. Policymakers should also engage in blockchain experimentation with limited-use cases. By implementing limited-use cases related to government services and collaborating on blockchain projects through public/private partnerships with the blockchain community, policymakers could gain a better understanding of the technology and its issues. “Education, training[,] and hands-on experience and exposure to the technology and the ecosystem are the best ways to provide regulators the tools they need to make the best decisions.” Applying blockchain in limited-use cases also allows policymakers to indirectly regulate the industry by influencing how blockchain develops and is incorporated into various use applications. Finally, becoming blockchain-aware puts policymakers in a position to take advantage of the opportunities blockchain provides once the technology has sufficiently matured.

Given the decentralized nature of blockchain and the tremendous potential of its cross-border applications, policymakers should also strive to collaborate with regulators abroad in the development of definitions and regulations of blockchain technology, at least to the extent
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possible. Working together to identify clear guidelines and sharing best practices would allow different governments to advance research and regulation in this area to help achieve these goals.

Ultimately, if blockchain sufficiently evolves and becomes integrated into tax systems, more substantial changes to the legal system will likely also be necessary to account for other implications related to this new technology. The measures discussed above can help in addressing these issues as they come to the forefront.

C. Develop a Digital Invoice System

For a blockchain-based platform of tax-related data to provide tax administration systems with meaningful benefits, it is essential that quality information is acquired in an efficient and effective process. Therefore, to truly harness the benefits of blockchain in the tax space, a universal digital invoice is essential. As recognized by Ainsworth, Alwohaibi, and Cheetham, “[w]hether the goal is to blockchain an entire [tax] ecosystem . . . ; to focus on discrete market segment . . . ; or to monitor tax and financial flows associated with domestic and cross-border payments of VAT . . . , everything starts with the adoption of the digital invoice.”

These types of digital invoices also provide significant benefits outside of the tax space, especially as society and the economy become increasingly digitalized. Thus, this Article strongly urges policymakers to work towards adopting a universal, comprehensive, mandated digital invoice.

By using an invoice that is digital and standardized, tax authorities and taxpayers can exchange data automatically with greater ease, which can minimize a taxpayer’s compliance burden and improve the tax authorities’ real-time access to transaction-level data. Moreover, the quality of that data can be improved by embedding information into digital invoices, capturing that data instantly before any alterations occur, and imposing other measures to authenticate the origin of the data and ensure the integrity of the data can be achieved through the use of
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universal digital invoices.259 The use of a standardized digital invoice also enhances tax authorities’ ability to proactively audit the data by requiring data to be formatted in a manner that is easily susceptible to analysis through artificial intelligence and other cognitive computing capabilities. Additionally, a universal digital invoice can assist companies by streamlining their accounting processes and reducing the time and costs involved with current invoice processes, especially as more transactions become digital.260

Policymakers can utilize various approaches to achieve the goal of adopting a universal digital invoice that is comprehensive and mandated. Numerous types of digital invoices already exist and there has been some movement towards universal digital invoicing in various jurisdictions and market segments, which can delineate a starting point.261 Alternatively, creating blockchain-based invoices may be worth considering. As further discussed below, a blockchain-based invoice could provide additional benefits by making it easier to exchange and authenticate invoice data, by eliminating the historical separation between a money transfer and its corresponding documentation and bank reconciliation, and by ensuring the data is not altered once stored on the blockchain.262

D. Adopt a Digital Identity System

To truly harness the benefits of blockchain, policymakers should also make the development of a digital identification system a priority. Currently, the lack of a digital, reliable, single identity system presents a significant barrier for the adoption of blockchain systems for government uses, including for uses in the tax space.263 Without an identity system that easily and securely guarantees a participant’s identity, it would be challenging for blockchain—or any technology—to meaningfully improve our current system of tax administration.
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Even putting blockchain aside, a digital identity system is increasingly necessary in our rapidly growing digital economy and society. Currently, our online identities are generally established by providing key identity information on the internet to various online services in the form of login accounts and passwords. This method results in one individual having numerous identities, private companies controlling identity information, and sensitive identity information becoming fragmented and stored in a multitude of databases across the internet. This system is not secure, efficient, or user-friendly.

As a result, this information is often accessible by unauthorized parties, easily forged, and, overall, not trustworthy. Efforts to advance the creation of a digital identity could provide governments and society with many long-term benefits by enabling the potential implementation of blockchain in government services, while also resolving some of the fundamental issues that exist with the current digital identity system (or lack thereof).

Ideally, governments should seek to develop a single digital identity system that is interoperable across all systems and borders. A complete discussion of how to design this type of system is beyond the scope of this Article. However, this area continues to gain attention and there are numerous methods policymakers can consider in establishing a digital identity system.

For instance, a blockchain-based digital identity platform is a promising solution to this identity problem because it allows for a decentralized digital identification method that would securely manage and store an individual’s key identity information. By being stored on an interoperable and decentralized system, it allows participants to securely identify themselves using one unique identity, in contrast to the current system that requires numerous usernames and passwords to authenticate the user’s identity. As a fully or even partially decentralized
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system, it would replace the current system that requires numerous intermediaries that are not necessarily trustworthy. A blockchain-based digital identity system would also enable the creation of a “self-sovereign” identity, which means that individuals would be able to keep the verified identity information themselves and reveal proof of their identity without disclosing sensitive data.272

Alternatively, it is also possible to implement a non-blockchain-based digital government identity service.273 This type of system would be centralized. As a result, the system would be unlikely to pass control over data sharing to users, but would also provide some gains in trustworthiness, transparency, and efficiency in securing sensitive data.274 Either approach would be a substantial improvement over our current system.

Of course, developing a government-based digital identity system presents its own challenges. Challenges include developing the necessary identity standards, resolving design decisions, and addressing privacy concerns, among other issues that have yet to reveal themselves.275 However, some work is already being done in this area;276 with more research, development, and experimentation, many of these issues can be overcome.

E. Consider Adoption of Tokenized Currency

Policymakers should also focus their efforts on researching the development and viability of a tokenized currency for use on the blockchain platform. This could take the form of either fiat currency, a central bank digital currency or, alternatively, artificial specialized tax tokens277 running on the same blockchain as the tax system. The use of these types of tokens has the potential to provide significant benefits to our current tax administration system.278
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In particular, a tokenized currency or artificial blockchain-based tax token could serve not only as a mode of payment and a store of value but also as a unit of account, which would inherently make payments traceable and immutable. This is important because, although blockchain technology enables users to validate transactions, the technology cannot be used to validate the underlying data when that data is not native to the blockchain.

Thus, the use of tokenized fiat currency or artificial specialized tax tokens would help ensure that transactions that enter the blockchain ledger actually occurred. The increased traceability of payments using a blockchain-based medium of exchange would increase the government’s ability to track and monitor the flow of funds by making transactions more transparent and “generating more transactional data.”

It would also provide a standardized data format that could directly and automatically integrate onto the taxpayer’s online, blockchain-based ledger. Automatic integration can potentially enable taxpayers to accumulate, aggregate, store, and analyze a greater range of transactional data.

In addition, as the above discussion highlights, blockchain already has the potential to automate various aspects of our tax administration. For example, blockchain could automate exchanging information among various parties, pre-populating certain items on a tax return, and automating the acquisition of reliable data directly from digital invoices. The addition of blockchain-based tokens further facilitates these types of automation efforts. As a result, the use of blockchain-based tokens increases the possibility of revolutionizing the tax system to achieve instantaneous, automated assessment and collection of certain types of taxes.

For instance, blockchain technology combined with a digital currency or blockchain-based tokens could increase the likelihood of automating certain tax calculations and collecting taxes on a real-time basis. As one commentator notes, tokenized fiat currencies “bridge the gap between blockchains and banking systems and unfold the benefits of automatic payments powered by smart contracts.” These features would minimize many of the current constraints on the government’s information by facilitating government access to a verified and relatively accurate data stream. This is a tremendous improvement over the current system which primarily relies on intermediaries and self-reporting taxpayers to provide government with access to tax-related data—the accuracy of which often depends on the honesty of the parties.
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involved. Thus, by integrating revenue collection with its underlying commercial transaction, blockchain can eventually be used to automatically generate the tax-related transaction connected to the commercial transaction, assess the appropriate tax, and transfer the tax payment to the tax authority.

Digital payments, in general, also provide benefits outside of the tax space. They do so by enhancing the quality of information from fiscal events, strengthening accountability by providing a more reliable audit trail, improving public financial management, and enabling more efficient and transparent payments among jurisdictions, in addition to other benefits.

Given these potential benefits and the increasing use of cryptocurrencies, governments have a growing interest in issuing central bank digital currencies (“CBDC”). A CBDC is the digital form of a country’s national currency that is backed by the government and is represented by a blockchain-based token. It is essentially a fiat cryptocurrency. Numerous central banks are actively researching the merits of a CBDC and several have launched pilot programs to test its viability, potential uses, and limitations.

Like many of the issues presented by blockchain technology, developing a digital currency, or blockchain-based tokenized currency, presents its own set of challenges, including many that are not technological in nature. There are also multiple ways of developing and designing a digital currency; each method needs to be studied and explored in more detail. Unsurprisingly, the use of a CBDC is quite controversial at this time. This Article does not take a position on this issue but instead highlights that the creation and use of either a digital currency or a digital token (that is not a form of fiat currency) can provide significant benefits for tax administration purposes.

F. Implement a Public Blockchain Infrastructure

To further support blockchain’s potential in the tax space, policymakers should also consider developing a public blockchain infrastructure. This approach would involve integrating revenue collection with underlying commercial transactions, thereby automatically generating tax-related transactions, assessing appropriate taxes, and transferring tax payments to tax authorities.

Digital payments, in general, also provide benefits outside of the tax space. They enhance the quality of information from fiscal events, strengthen accountability by providing a more reliable audit trail, improve public financial management, and enable more efficient and transparent payments among jurisdictions, in addition to other benefits.

Given these potential benefits and the increasing use of cryptocurrencies, governments have a growing interest in issuing central bank digital currencies (“CBDC”). A CBDC is the digital form of a country’s national currency that is backed by the government and is represented by a blockchain-based token. It is essentially a fiat cryptocurrency. Numerous central banks are actively researching the merits of a CBDC and several have launched pilot programs to test its viability, potential uses, and limitations.

Like many of the issues presented by blockchain technology, developing a digital currency, or blockchain-based tokenized currency, presents its own set of challenges, including many that are not technological in nature. There are also multiple ways of developing and designing a digital currency; each method needs to be studied and explored in more detail. Unsurprisingly, the use of a CBDC is quite controversial at this time. This Article does not take a position on this issue but instead highlights that the creation and use of either a digital currency or a digital token (that is not a form of fiat currency) can provide significant benefits for tax administration purposes.
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infrastructure. A public blockchain infrastructure could serve as a base infrastructure for government services and even for digital services deployed by private actors.

“[A] new technology can’t become successful on mass scale without the right infrastructure.” Thus, a well-designed, publicly available blockchain infrastructure can go a long way towards promoting the development of more blockchain-use cases by reducing the cost of using the underlying blockchain technology, facilitating the interoperability of systems, and supporting global communication. At the same time, a public blockchain infrastructure ensures that these blockchain-based services are based on a blockchain infrastructure that complies with the applicable laws, incorporates strong privacy and security measures, and utilizes clear and responsible governance models.

By supporting the development of a base blockchain infrastructure, policymakers can ensure that this system incorporates the other components necessary for a successful blockchain platform, such as a digital identity system and tokenized fiat currencies. The base blockchain infrastructure can serve as a basis and repository for digital invoices, and it can provide for a cloud infrastructure layer to help improve the scalability of future blockchain-applications. Moreover, involvement in the development of a public blockchain infrastructure provides policymakers with another opportunity to better understand the technology, its benefits, and its limitations.

While developing the optimal infrastructure is challenging, governments can ease the process by benefitting from the work that other countries have already done, collaborating with private parties, or taking other steps to resolve the challenges. For instance, in Europe, progress has begun in building a European Blockchain Services Infrastructure through a collaboration of the European member states. The infrastructure will initially be used to support cross-border government services, but it seeks to serve as a platform that can interoperate with commercial blockchains and provide an infrastructure for blockchain-applications by the private sector in the future. As another example, Estonia currently uses a commercially-developed blockchain platform as the basis for many of its government services and has experienced
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tremendous success in this area. As progress continues to be made in the development of a base blockchain infrastructure, policymakers should support the research relating to the implementation of infrastructure-related projects.

G. Engage in Blockchain-Related Research and Education

Finally, it is also important for policymakers to continue to support the exploration and development of blockchain and other promising digital technologies through research and funding because of the technologies’ potential to transform current tax processes and commercial transactions. As indicated above, many challenges remain before blockchain can reach its full potential; there is still much to be discovered regarding blockchain technology’s potential role in both society and in the tax system. This is also true for other promising digital technologies. To overcome these challenges, to realize both blockchain technology and other technologies’ potential benefits, and to protect citizens from any associated risks, funding for collaborative research is key. Thus, policymakers should support and fund blockchain-related research and education.

In addition, policymakers should support innovation in the blockchain space by experimenting with worthwhile uses of the technology directly or indirectly by supporting public/private partnerships. Doing so provides many benefits. As mentioned above, this type of investment allows policymakers to gain a better understanding of blockchain technology, its uses as well as any unintended economic or social impacts of implementing a new technology. It is also worthwhile for the government to collaborate with private actors and other governments and to share research findings. Collaboration can help foster the development of the technology, facilitate the adoption of better practices, increase the likelihood of resolving these challenging issues, and improve the harmonization of approaches taken.

Blockchain technology, however, should not be a solution looking for a problem. Supporting the development of specific, concrete blockchain applications in the tax sector allows the government to study whether blockchain is the most appropriate tool to deliver worthwhile
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results or whether legacy systems (or other technologies) would provide a better solution.\textsuperscript{297} Currently, this is difficult to effectuate given the novelty of this technology and the absence of concrete blockchain applications in the tax area that have demonstrated real results, but it is nevertheless a worthwhile endeavor. Finally, government support should also involve an investment in educating developers, entrepreneurs, government regulators and administrators, and the general public about blockchain.\textsuperscript{298} Blockchain is a new technology that involves many technical terms and the development of complex systems. Because of this, the complexity involved in actually creating and transitioning to a new blockchain system presents a significant challenge in implementing any type of blockchain-based application. Furthermore, the complexity and novelty surrounding blockchain can also limit the design and development of potential blockchain-use cases. In short, “[c]urrent systems will be upgraded and new services created only if the people involved are given the right tools and training.”\textsuperscript{299} Thus, education, human skills development, and training are essential for overcoming many of these issues and are a prerequisite for a successful adoption of blockchain technology.

VI. CONCLUSION

If blockchain technology continues to develop and mature as expected, it has the potential to improve the tax administration system. Governments can harness blockchain’s core features to make meaningful changes to the tax system, including: (i) digitalizing significant components of the tax administration system, (ii) securely recording and sharing a large quantity of verified, trustworthy, and quality tax-related data among authorized users, (iii) providing taxpayers and tax authorities with real-time access to tax records and documents, and (iv) automating certain tax processes and calculations. Together, these changes could address some of the information constraints that government agencies face, the high tax administration costs and compliance burdens experienced by both tax authorities and taxpayers, and the resource-intensive and inefficient tax administration processes currently in place.

To achieve these goals, however, many challenges must first be overcome. The blockchain community has already made significant progress in resolving many technical issues. But as this Article argues, for blockchain technology to reach its full potential in the tax space, policymakers must also take an active role in addressing the broader
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challenges that hinder the technology from making a meaningful improvement to our tax administration system.

Finally, it is important to recognize that blockchain technology is not a panacea nor is it the most suitable solution to every problem. Thus, policymakers must also consider that to truly modernize our tax system and overcome the challenges of our current tax administration, a broader revision of current processes, systems, and tax regimes is essential. Exploring the use of blockchain and other technologies in the tax space is just the first of many steps that must be taken to digitalize and fundamentally improve our system of tax administration.